1959 OUTDOOR CONCERT SERIES

PROGRAM NO. 3
MAY 20, 1959
WHEN BACK PORCH
7:00 P. M.

MARCH, from the First Suite in Eb
Holst

GREENSLEEVES
The Band, C. R. Warner-Conductor
Traditional

NOW IS THE MONTH OF MAYING
Morley

IN THESE DELIGHTFUL PLEASANT GROVES
Purcell

Musetto WALTZ SONG, from La Bohème
Puccini

LET ALL MY LIFE BE MUSIC
Spreck

ORB AND SCEPTRE, Coronation March
Walton

The Chorus, C. A. Fehr-Conductor

CARMENA
Wilson

WHEN DAY IS DONE
Katescher

MILAGRENA
Lecuona

PRAYER, from Hansel and Gretel
Humperdinck

The Chorus

IRISH TUNE FROM COUNTY DERBY
arr. Grainger

The Band

This is the final program in the 1959 Outdoor Concert Series.